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Minister and Deputy
Minister visit De Doorns
By Musa Khumalo

The Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Senzeni
Zokwana, and his Deputy Minister, General Bheki Cele
accompanied by the Department of Rural Development
and Land Reform, the Department of Human Settlements
and the Department of Justice visited De Doorns in February 2015.

Mr Senzani Zokwana, Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries speaking at De Doorns.

As part of the initiative leading up to the State of the Nation
Address (SoNA) the purpose of the visit was to in interact with
farmers and farm workers. This is in response to a concern
that government does not adhere to the plight of the people.
The department, in partnership with the intergovernmental
department, took the opportunity during the visit to continue
the dialogue started by the Deputy President Cyril Ramaphosa
last year.
The theme of the listening campaign was “Strengthening the
right of the people working the land” which highlights what the
department, in accordance with the National Development Plan
(NDP), aims to achieve with such visits.
The Minister, accompanied by his delegates, visited the Buffelskraal Grape Exporting farm owned by Anthony Hill. On the
farm they were briefed about what made the farm a good story.
Hill employs 200 permanent and seasonal employees on his
farm. He contributes the success of the farm to good working
relationships with his employees.
“It’s the mutual respect and understanding that we share that
contributes to the success of the farm,” Hill said.
Afterwards the Minister and his delegates headed to the main
event at the De Doorns sports ground to answer the questions
raised by the community members on their last visit to De
Doorns. Dialogue took place and responses were made by the
relevant departments, giving direction on what will happen next
in the process of engaging with farmers and farm workers.
Issues were raised concerning working conditions on certain
farms; especially talking to seasonal workers whose main
concern was that they work for a limited time and then find
themselves unemployed for long periods of time.
to p 2
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Visit to De Doorns
from p 1

“We are not here because of the coming elections but we are here to listen to
the challenges that you are facing and in
working together with you we hope to find
solutions,” said Minister.
The Minister awarded bursaries to HF
van Cutsem Combined School and the
Hex Valley Secondary School in the area.
In conclusion, he mentioned that proposals should be drafted and submitted to
the department about all the issues that
were raised so that the department may
address these. He also mentioned that the
good work started at the farm he and his
delegates had visited gives him hope that
transformation can and will happen.
“I appreciate the success and partnership formed between Anthony Hill and
his farm workers because that is what
government seeks to achieve in the future
between government, farmers and farm
workers,” concluded the Minister.

From left to right:
Director- General Dr
Edith Vries, Arnold
Mei of Hex Valley
Highschool, Minister
Senzani Zokwana
and the Principal
of HF van Custen
Combined School
Mlungisi Bushwana.

From left to right: Deputy Minister of Human Settlement Ms
Zoliswa Kota-Fredericks, De Doorns ANC Chairperson Mr Pat
Moran, De Doorns Ward Councilor Mr Pat January, Minister
of Rural Development and Land Reform Mr Gugile Nkwinti
and Minister of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries Mr Senzeni
Zokwana during a farm visit in De Doorns.

DAFFnews is the newsletter of the Department of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries. Private Bag X250, PRETORIA 0001.
It is published by the Directorate Communication Services, Private Bag
X144, PRETORIA 0001.
Opinions expressed in DAFFnews are not necessarily those of the
editorial team. No part of this newsletter may be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,
recording or any information storage or retrieval system without prior
permission from the editor.
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Farmers engaged on FMD
control measures

By Jamela Nkanyane and
Rincert Moremi

After South Africa lost its foot-andmouth disease (FMD) free status in
2011, it has become necessary for the
country to maintain and improve controls of FMD in the high risk areas to
prevent the introduction of FMD into
the free zones. FMD infects livestock
and other vulnerable animals, with a
high economic trade impact.

For this reason, the Department of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries’ Minister Mr Senzeni Zokwana and Deputy
Minister General Bheki Cele embarked
on an Operation Compliance imbizo
in KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga and
Limpopo earlier this year. The campaign,
in partnership with the provincial departments of agriculture in the three provinces, focuses on creating awareness and
educating livestock farmers and affected
communities about FMD controls, and
to ensure that orders determined by the
World Organization for Animal Health
(OIE) are met and adhered to.
The Minister informed community members that FMD robs them of the opportunity to sell their livestock and hampers
the country in its right to export meat to
other countries.
Prevailing in the imbizo was the fact
that cloven-hoofed game species such
as buffalo carry FMD, therefore, any

contact with domestic livestock such
as cattle, pigs, goats and sheep result
in the spread of the disease. Livestock
farmers in KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo
and Mpumalanga feel threatened about
game reserves in their areas which keep
buffalo. However, the communities were
assured that these buffalo will be vetted
for any diseases.
Major issues pointed out at the imbizo
also included the construction of new
and rehabilitating existing community
dip tanks, fencing of grazing land and
construction of dams for drinking water
for the livestock. Most farmers acknowledged that they have been taking their
livestock to graze in one camp of the
Kruger National Park where buffalo can
be located.
In KZN, some livestock owners are said
to be negligent of dipping their cattle
whereas the service is available. Community members pleaded for action to be
taken against those guilty of such acts.
Minister Zokwana acknowledged all
issues raised, saying that he would further
address these at a meeting with ministers
of other government departments responsible for certain issues raised in the
imbizo. He further suggested the need to
identify a number of grazing camps which

must be fenced and utilised rotationally to
give time for the veld to recover.
While stock theft and illegal movement
of livestock across border posts remain
a concern, Minister Zokwana recommended that farmers control the number
of livestock by recording the live and
dead livestock of each owner. He also
encouraged livestock farmers to check
their livestock regularly and report immediately any livestock showing signs of
animal diseases.
The Deputy Minister, General Bheki
Cele, advised community members in
Limpopo not to buy any cross-border
livestock and meat in order to protect
their livestock from animal diseases. “You
should know how to look after your own
livestock,” he said.
FMD control measures include disease
surveillance during dipping of livestock,
adequate vaccination of cattle at designated areas, controlled movements of
livestock and game, branding of livestock
and a traceability system and border
fence maintenance. These necessitate
that all stakeholders, including relevant
government departments and the farming community at large participate and
collaborate in ensuring effective implementation.
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DAFF enlightens citrus
stakeholders on EU exports
By Samuel Kgatla

The Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries’ workshop on European Union (EU) citrus exports has
certainly left the stakeholders with
further information and knowledge
and they are now ready to manage
Citrus Black Spot (CBS) on their fruit. All
was revealed during a fully gathered
workshop presentation with packhouse managers, samplers, exporters,
forwarding agents and cold stores in
Durban in February.

Some of the intentions of the national
workshops were to enlighten CBS role
players about EU procedures and expectations and to proactively address the CBS
challenges as a measure to maintain the
EU citrus export market.
These kinds of training meetings have
been running throughout the country
during the month of February as the Directorate: Plant Health is making sure that
all the CBS stakeholders comply with EU
export requirements. The EU delegates
are expected to visit the country this year
and will ensure that they visit some of the
packhouses, orchards and others to check
whether things are in order, especially
concerning the management of CBS.
During the workshop in Durban, Tankiso Mpholo, National CBS coordinator
from the Directorate: Inspection Services,
encouraged the role players in the citrus
industry to comply with the EU requirements if they want to continue exporting
their goods.
“This plenary discussion is about the
2015 preseason training on EU procedures to all our role players. We are
targeting growers, packhouse managers,
exporters, export agencies and cold storage facilities. EU verification processes
have started and compliance has to be
achieved. We met all the challenges in
Limpopo, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu-Natal,
Eastern Cape and Western Cape provinces
while we were having these workshops.
We believe that working together we can
move forward. The EU has got all our
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Mr Tankiso Mpholo, National CBS
coordinator from the Directorate:
Inspection Services, encouraged the role
players in the citrus industry to comply
with the EU requirements if they want
to continue exporting their goods.

information and may decide to come at
any time to see how we are managing our
CBS fruit. Our main focus is to deal with
CBS and risk management system issues.
Full compliance with EU exports is highly
important,” he said.
He alluded that there have been several
meetings between South Africa and the
EU with regard to the issue of CBS and
assured that DAFF will strive to make sure
that all stakeholders do comply.
The South African citrus industry exports
approximately 100 million cartons to 45
countries, generating R6 billion in foreign
exchange; however, 45% of that total goes
to the EU.

Departmental

Announcement of inspections
of consignments
DAFF announced the implementation of inspections for fresh fruit and
vegetables, feed products, grains and
grain products, including ornamental
foliage and flowers, sourced from
among others, national fresh produce
markets, packhouses, silos, distribution centres and farms intended for
export to African countries.

Consignments of 20 kg or more of fresh
fruit and vegetables, feed products, grains
and grain products; and consignments of
10 kg or more of ornamental foliage and
flowers will be subjected to the following
conditions and terms:
• No consignment shall be released

•
•
•
•
•

without having been inspected by
the designated assignee, namely the
Perishable Products Export Control
Board (PPECB).
An export certificate shall accompany
each consignment.
No country will be exempted from
such inspection.
The comprehensive inspections as per
the export regulations shall come into
effect as from 1 April 2015.
The exporter shall pay the prescribed
inspection fee as determined by the
PPECB.
Samples for analytical testing pur-

poses (in order to verify compliance
with food safety) shall be drawn by
the PPECB inspector, sent to the designated laboratories and exporters will
be liable for such costs.
Prior arrangement for inspection of consignments shall be made with the PPECB.
Contact details are available on www.
daff.gov.za
For technical information please contact: Mr Billy Makhafola, Executive Officer: Agricultural Product Standards
Tel.: (012) 319 6023
E-mail: BillyM@daff.gov.za

SAAGA research symposium
By Samuel Kgatla

Different researchers, mostly funded
by South African Avocado Growers’
Association (SAAGA), converged to
share their experiences on avocado researches. Their practices were shared
during an enlightening 2015 SAAGA
research symposium held in the Fairview Conference Centre, Tzaneen
on February 18. The purpose of the
symposium was to showcase annual
research results of the researchers, on
post-harvest diseases and to provide
feedback on research topics discussed
during last year’s meeting.

The symposium saw different research
experts’ research on avocado cultivation
and informing farmers, farm workers and
other role players in the avocado industry.
Avocado research funded by SAAGA is
held in high regard locally and internationally. SAAGA’s research priorities are
determined annually with inputs from its
technical committee, grower members and
extension staff.
Rob Blakey, one of the researchers

mentioned, that growing avocados under
shade netting is a complete change in
orchard development; it increases the use
of protected cultivation in orchard crops
and protects avocados from hail, frost,
seedlessness, sunburn, wind and results in
increased yield.
Gerhard Nortjé from SAAGA mentioned
that the association is fortunate to work with
committed researchers.
“We work with good and understanding
researchers. SAAGA does take care of its
researchers. We are reachable countrywide
as we have got research area committees
in Letaba, Levubu, Nelspruit, Kiepersal
and others in KwaZulu-Natal Province. We
are in collaboration with many universities
in South Africa. Important role players in
determining research priorities include:
researchers, exporters, private agricultural
consultants, growers, packhouse managers, marketers and subtropical technical
staff. Although researchers are able to

give valuable inputs, but they are not the
primary drivers in the process of research
determination, “ he said.
He also added that lack of cooperation
from the role players and absence of appointed committee members are some of
the challenges.
Some of the current research projects
include:
• Four increasingly important physiological disorder variants of South Africa
Hass avocado fruit
• Growing avocados under shade netting and others.
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Witzenberg proposes radical land
reform initiative
Witzenberg, which includes Ceres, the Koue Bokkeveld, Wolseley,
Tulbagh, Breede River North and the Ceres Karoo, is implementing
a radical land reform initiative.

The Witzenberg Partnership was established in an agreement between
the Witzenberg agri-producers, Witzenberg Municipality and the community. It was agreed to expedite land
reform in a unique manner and to
stimulate economic growth, job creation and social harmony.

The goals include the establishment of
successful black farmers, to involve the
entire community in an inclusive process,
to extend the initiative to other areas and
agri-related industries, to establish the
Witzenberg Centre as “one-stop shop”
and focus on mentorships and training
programmes.
Implementation takes place in accordance with the principles of the National

6
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Development Plan and the Municipality’s
Integrated Development Plan.
The PALS framework represents a radical
departure from past land reform in South
Africa:
• Participant commercial farmers donate 30% of the shares in the project
to the beneficiary farmer(s) to ensure
that the latter have a veto over all
major decisions.
• The relationship between the beneficiary and the partner farmer gives the
former better access to finance, and
guarantees access to markets.
• The beneficiary farmer is indemnified
from debts of the new venture.
• The Worker Trust receives 5% of

profits for community projects of their
choice.
• The beneficiaries have an option to
purchase all the shares.
• The “one-stop shop” provides a physical location where the coordination,
facilitation and mentoring functions
can be implemented.
Two PALS projects were successfully
implemented in 2012 on farms in the
Ceres district. The Witzenberg Partnership
intends to implement approximately 50
new projects with individuals who have
the potential to become successful black
farmers.
The farms on which the approximately
to p 7
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50 new projects will be launched are situated in all areas of Witzenberg and cover more than 12 000 hectares. The productive
irrigated land on these farms are approximately 4 200 hectares
of fruit and vegetable land. As a world renowned fruit area, the
focus is on high-value irrigation land and the aim is to exceed the
20% target of the National Development Plan. It is estimated that
4 000 hectares of irrigated agricultural land will create 12 000
new jobs in the Witzenberg area.
The PALS projects will be implemented on current farms as well
as on newly acquired farms, where non-allotted extra or surplus
winter water can be used to expand irrigation schemes.
Other projects that will stimulate economic growth, like packhouses, cold storage rooms, rail transport services, tourism; and
a strategy to make current black farmers more successful and the
improvement of shareholding schemes that was implemented in
accordance with previous government policy, also form part of
the strategy.
The focus is on the creation of opportunities through economic
growth, but also on training, mentorship programmes and skills
development.
The goals include the establishment of successful black
The Witzenberg initiative is an integrated development plan to
farmers.
include new land reform projects, a dedicated training college,
housing projects, community projects,
educational projects, and strives to achieve
best practices in housing, facilities, labour
relations and a sustainable healthy environment.
In a first for South Africa, the Witzenberg
producers are prepared to initially finance
projects without government subsidies
and by their involvement ensure that the
projects have the best chance of success.
Government is requested to be an enabling
partner by assisting with extending irrigation
schemes, the approval of water permits for
the storage of non-allotted winter water
and to further accelerate the process by
It is estimated that 4 000 hectares of irrigated agricultural land will create 12 000
facilitating more affordable loans.
new jobs in the Witzenberg area.
The Witzenberg Partnership is a regional
initiative that takes into account the unique
characteristics of the area and agricultural
irrigation. The initiative is in accordance
with the principles of the National Development Plan, and confirmed in a document
compiled by Professor Nick Vink of the
Department of Agricultural Economics,
Stellenbosch University. A 10 minute DVD
on the initiative was also made for information purposes.
The extent of the Witzenberg initiative
already exceeded all expectations. It is supported by black and white farmers, industry
organisations, unions and the provincial
and national governments.
Success starts with our way of thinking.
As loyal and positive South Africans, we
look forward to the further implementation
Mr Gerrit van Vuuren, Managing Director of Joubert van Vuuren Inc. and Mr
of the Witzenberg initiative.
Senzeni Zokwana and Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform Mr Gugile
Nkwinti
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Cautionary measures during the
dry weather condition
Very dry conditions
with high temperatures have been
reported since the
beginning of the
year in some parts
of the country, affecting crop production in some
parts of the Free
State, KwaZuluNatal, North West
and Mpumalanga
up to date. These
conditions have
mostly affected
rain-fed farmers
rather than those
farming under irrigation.

The department
continues to monitor conditions in the
provinces and issue updated advisory
information to the sector. While crops
have been adversely affected and the
veld deteriorated, stock animals remain
in reasonable to good condition.
The National Agrometeorological Committee (NAC) chaired by the Department of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF)
meets quarterly to plan for the season
ahead for disaster risk reduction. In a
meeting in September 2014, the committee reviewed the 2014 winter season
and discussed the 2014/15 seasonal
climate watch as issued by the South African Weather Service. The climate watch
indicated uncertain conditions in terms
of rainfall. As a result, the NAC issued
an advisory for farmers to consider short
season, locally adapted cultivars. In addition, some long-term strategies which were
emphasised in this meeting, among others,
were aims to ensure that water conservation strategies are implemented by the
farming community. Heat stress coping
strategies were also emphasised.
In January 2015, the seasonal climate
watch suggested uncertain conditions in
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terms of rainfall and temperatures. Farmers were advised to plan their activities in
accordance with the weather conditions
that usually occur at that time of the year
in their areas. The February seasonal
climate watch for March to May 2015
also indicates uncertain conditions. In this
regard, farmers are still urged to follow
the similar advice as in January, but they
are also reminded to consider coping
strategies for heat stress and implement
conservation of resources, including water
in accordance with the Conservation of
Agricultural Resources Act (Act No. 43 of
1983). The farming community is further
encouraged to continually check the seasonal forecasts and utilise the seven-day
forecasts for short-term planning.
Livestock should continually be kept in
line with carrying capacity of the veld and
additional feed, including licks, should be
made available to give livestock sufficient
nutrition. Most importantly, farmers should
continue to follow the vaccine routine and
consult with the local veterinarian.
Farmers could take the following additional measures during drought:

• Accelerate rotational grazing
• Identify and
use areas that were
not grazed/grazed
less intensively last
year
• Wean calves in
overused areas
• Provide plenty
of drinking points
• Wet with sprinklers or hose
• Provide feed
during the coolest
part of the day, especially to poultry
Avoid handling
animals during periods of high temperatures (typically
between 12:00 and 16:00 in mid to late
summer).
Speaking at the 2015 Grain SA Congress in Bothaville, Free State, on 4
March 2015, Minister Senzeni Zokwana
expressed concern over the impact of
drought on food production. “The scale
of the drought and its impact will change
quite a few of our priorities. I am concerned that this drought will also impact
on our ability to produce next season. This
is a disaster for the entire sector, not just
the farmers. My department will convene
a group of experts to put together some
action plans to overcome this challenge.
We all need to get together to find solutions as a country in order to overcome
this challenge.”
It is very important and mandatory for
farming communities to always implement
disaster risk measures and maintain good
farming practices.
An Emergency National Drought Task
Team Meeting has been scheduled for
mid-March 2015 to discuss the drought
conditions in the affected parts of the
country and other drought risk management related matters within the sector.

Sector

Efforts to revive the South
African wheat industry
It is well known that, for a number of
reasons, the production of wheat in
South Africa has diminished sharply
over the past few years. The country is
traditionally a net importer of wheat,
but imports, for the first time in recent
history, exceeded the local production
of wheat in 2014.

All the role players in the wheat industry
are proactively working together in an effort to revive the industry. Several industry
meetings have been held to identify possible solutions that could be implemented
to reverse the trend and to rebuild the
wheat industry.
Mr Allan Bishop, Chairperson of the
Wheat Forum, announced that: “Several
proposals are currently being considered
in an effort to increase the production of
local wheat. Good progress is being made
with possible amendments to the grading
regulations for wheat and the release criteria for wheat cultivars, but consensus has
not been reached yet with regard to all the

proposed aspects.”
The Steering Committee of the Wheat
Forum and the Technical Committee of
the Winter Cereal Trust have been tasked
to give further consideration to the proposals. The industry regards these matters as
urgent and follow-up meetings will soon
be held.
Mr Bishop says: “Some of the proposals will probably require legal advice and
clearance from the Competition Commission before they could be considered for
implementation. The relevant committees,
however, are giving serious attention to
these matters and it is believed that practical and effective solutions for the current
predicament of the wheat industry will soon
be found.”
The JSE has held back on the listing of
the new marketing season wheat expiries, affording wheat industry participants
time to explore the various changes in the
wheat market. However, with the increasing

demand by market participants to be able
to hedge their price risk out to December
2015, as well as the fact that the Wheat Forum could not reach agreement on the proposals as presented, the JSE will introduce
the new marketing season expiries and
continue to trade 12% bread milling wheat
as the reference grade. Should the industry
reach consensus on the various proposals
and support a separate futures contract,
which encapsulates the proposed changes,
such a contract would be introduced later
in the year. This separate futures contract
will provide the market with a transparent
platform for price discovery as regards
the difference in pricing between the two
underlying contract specifications.
Mr Bishop states that “The entire industry
is ad idem on the importance of finding
solutions in order to revive the wheat
industry and it is encouraging to see the
initial cooperation between role players
to achieve this.”
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AFMA to assist in feed
registration
The Animal Feed Manufacturers’ Association (AFMA) has decided to join
forces with government in the process
of feed registrations, by launching a
Feed Registration Facilitation Service
as part of the association’s services to
its members.

According to AFMA’s executive director,
De Wet Boshoff, this service will aim to
streamline the process towards a shorter
registration time of feeds and inputs to
the feed industry, and to eliminate the
backlog which has accumulated in the past
number of years owing to an overwhelming increase in applications for feed and
feed inputs.
Boshoff says the initial focus will primarily be on the screening of applications for
accuracy before entering the formal Fertilizers, Farm Feeds, Agricultural Remedies
and Stock Remedies (Act 36 of 1947)
process, establishing liaison and a higher
frequency of interaction with Act 36, as
well as increased efficiency in two-way
communication between industry and Act
No. 36.
This decision by AFMA resulted from ongoing negotiations between
AFMA and the Registrar
of Act No. 36 since mid2014, leading to a set of
proposals made by AFMA.
This set of proposals was
subsequently endorsed
and accepted by the Registrar of Act 36 during
late January 2015, giving
AFMA the green light to
appoint additional dedicated technical personnel
in the AFMA office, who
will assume duty service on
2 March 2015.
Boshoff added that the
actions taken form an
integral part of the larger
AFMA strategy in terms of
closer cooperation with the
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office of the feed regulator, which dovetails with the AFMA Code of Conduct (a
voluntary industry certification programme
audited by an independent third party
certification body). Auditing in accordance with the AFMA Code of Conduct,
a requirement for AFMA membership,
commenced in 2008 and is currently
undergoing its third round of biannual
auditing among members.
This feed industry certification programme, although in its third round, is
continuously being aligned by AFMA to
fit both the local legislative process of
drafting the new Feeds Bill as well as
internationally accepted feed regulatory
practices and guidelines. Testament to
the alignment was the acceptance of core
principles at a workshop attended by all
parties involved in the feed legislative

process, hosted by the feed regulator in
early February 2015.
The principles accepted were based
on:
• The core of the feed legislation being
based on the principles of food safety
and traceability.
• The registration of all feed ingredients.
• The licensing of facilities.
• The basing of facility licensing on the
outcomes of a risk assessment by the
regulator for which the criteria will be
laid down by the regulator.
• The regulation of home mixers being treated on the principle of risk
assessment.
• The legislation encouraging coregulation by recognising voluntary
standards of industry associations in
the different industry sectors.
• The legislation regulating only the
technical aspects of product labelling.
• Imported complete products being
regulated in the same manner as local products.
• The regulation of rendering and sterilising plants
in accordance with and
aligned to all other legislation.
According to Boshoff
these accepted principles
are aligned with the latest
internationally accepted
regulations and principles
which were reinforced at the
recent International Feed
Regulator Meeting (IFRM)
hosted in Atlanta in the US
during late January 2015,
attended by Feed Regulators and Industry across the
world. These principles lay
a solid foundation for the
local legislative process
(Feeds Bill) going forward.

Sector

Global food security
The Global Food Security Index (GFSI),
developed by the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) and sponsored by
DuPont, considers the three core pillars
of food security—Affordability, Availability, and Quality and Safety-across
109 countries.

The index is a dynamic quantitative
and qualitative benchmarking model,
constructed from 28 unique indicators,
that provides an objective framework for
evaluating food security across a wide
range of countries worldwide. By creating a standardised metric around food
security, the EIU seeks to empower users
to explore the issues surrounding food
security—including the rankings and
results—and draw conclusions for policy,
business operations and future research.
While food security research is the focus of
many organisations worldwide, this index
is distinct for two reasons. First, the study
looks beyond hunger to the underlying
factors affecting food insecurity. Secondly,
the study employs an adjustment factor for
global food price fluctuations to examine
the risk countries face in the area of food
affordability throughout the course of the
year.
Overall global food security improved
in the last year, but declined marginally in
South Africa. Following a small dip in the
2013 index, which was partially driven
by drought in key growing regions and
decreasing national incomes in some
developed countries, the average country
score rose by more than one point, to 56.1
in the 2014 GFSI. Additionally, the range
of scores narrowed by half a point as the
lowest-scored countries improved more
than the top performers. As the FAO reported in a separate analysis, the number
of people suffering from chronic hunger
dropped from 868 million to 842 million
over the past year.
For further information go to http://
foodsecurityindex.eiu.com to peruse the
interactive website for detailed breakdown of South Africa’s food security index
score.

Overall global food security improved in the last year, but declined marginally in
South Africa.
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SA wine industry raises GDP
contribution
A new report shows that South Africa’s
wine industry not only continues to increase its contribution to the country’s
GDP but is also growing job opportunities. This is despite the impact of a
muted global economy and a slight
decrease in the size of the national
vineyard.

The industry, that remains one of South
Africa’s leading agri-exporters, accounted
for 1,2% of the national GDP in 2013.
In that year it contributed R36,1bn to the
economy, (including wine tourism) via
agriculture, manufacturing, trade and
hospitality, while generating direct and
indirect employment for close to 300 000
people.
This is according to the latest report on
the macroeconomic impact of the country’s
wine industry on the South African economy, prepared by Conningarth Economists
for South African Wine Industry Information
and Systems (SAWIS) and released today
(February 3).
Theirs is the fourth report of its kind commissioned by SAWIS. The latest five-year
report covers the period 2008 to 2013.
In 2008, the industry contributed R26,2
bn to the GDP. The 2013 figure represents
an increase of 37,8%, notwithstanding
the impact of the global downturn that
curtailed disposable income locally, as
well as in many of the other markets where
South African wines are sold. At the same
time, the national area under vineyard in
2013, at 99 680ha, was 1,6% lower than
in 2008.
Speaking on behalf of the industry, Yvette
van der Merwe, executive manager of
SAWIS said South Africa was the eighthlargest national wine producer by volume
worldwide.
The report shows a total of 289 151 job
opportunities in the industry in 2013, with
167 494 or 57,9% of these in the Western
Cape. The total represents an increase of
4,9% on the 2008 figure of 275 606.
The proportion of unskilled labour employed dropped from 58% to 56%, as a
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result of both improved worker training
and increased mechanisation although
the actual number of work opportunities
remained virtually unchanged at close to
160 740. Semiskilled jobs accounted for
29% of the total in 2013, providing 6 400
more work opportunities than in 2008,
while skilled jobs represented 15% of all
work opportunities, bringing 7 000 more
jobs on stream.
According to the researchers’ calculations, across the entire value chain, the
industry generated a turnover of R26,4 bn
in 2013, a 37,5% increase on 2008. An
amount of R8,5 bn was exported directly,
because of a dramatic growth in export
volumes that accounted for 57.4% of wine
production in 2013, with sales doubling in
rand value. The value of domestic sales for
the period grew by 38,4%.
An amount of R6,0 bn was generated
through wine tourism in 2013. In addition to the economic activity generated by
domestic tourists, 43% of all overseas visitors to the Western Cape visited the Cape
Winelands—wining, dining, shopping and
staying in hotels.
Almost R20 bn or 53% of the total 2013
contribution of R36,1 bn to GDP originated
in the Western Cape. Private disposable
household income generated by the industry in 2013 reached R24 bn, with the impact
felt mostly in the Western Cape.
While per capita wine consumption in
South Africa has been hovering at just below 7 litres in recent years, overall demand
has been growing by about 4% per annum

as new consumers enter the market. The
number of private wine cellars has also
been climbing, to reach almost 500 by
2013.
Van der Merwe pointed out that local
growth in wine sales was helping to offset
the ongoing decline in the brandy market,
which saw volumes drop by 28% compared
to 2008. It takes approximately five litres of
wine to produce a litre of brandy.
In contrast, wine exports rocketed to
525,6 m litres in 2013. The record exports
that year were partially the result of harvest
shortfalls experienced in Europe and North
America.
“Although bulk exports accounted for
66% of volumes sold outside of South Africa
in 2013, that figure is reversing, and as the
performance of packaged wines continues
to strengthen, we are seeing an increase
in the contribution of the wine industry to
the national coffers. From 2016, we can
also look forward to the impact of the
new EU Trade Agreement, which will raise
the EU’s duty-free quota for South African
wines from the present 50 m litres to 110
m litres a year.”
Van der Merwe said the new EU Trade
Agreement had resulted from close collaboration between industry and government. “It is our hope that if we can continue
the momentum, we can look forward to
expediting free trade agreements in other
key export markets, notably in Asia, where
some of our competitors, such as Chile,
Australia and New Zealand, already have
a significant head start”.

